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1. INTRODUCTION 
When the preference orderings of consumers are representable by real 
valued utility functions, the non-emptiness of the core of a coalitional 
production economy under assumptions which guarantee that it is 
representable as a balanced game is a result of Boehm [4] which relies on 
a theorem of Scarf [ 131. Boehm’s result has been extended by Border [6] 
to the case where preferences are not assumed to be transitive or complete. 
Borrowing from Shafer and Sonnenschein [ 161 the construction of a 
“pseudo-utility,” Border defines an analogue of the characteristic function 
of a game without side payments and then adapts to the non-transitive case 
Shapley’s [lS] and Ichiishi’s [12] arguments. 
The approach followed in this paper is different and related to the 
approach of Gale and Mas-Cole11 [lo] in their proof of existence of equi- 
libria for an economy without ordered preferences. The non-emptiness of 
the core is directly proved from a fixed-point theorem applied to a product 
of correspondences uitably defined. By making clear the role played by 
each of the assumptions, this direct and short approach has the merit of 
allowing a significant weakening of what is needed for a core existence 
theorem. However, it should be pointed out that, as in Border, the 
existence theorems assume the convexity of the total production set, an 
assumption which is not needed in the transitive case. 
2. THE MODEL 
In a Hausdorff linear topological space L as commodity space, the 
economic framework is essentially that of Boehm [4]. Let M denote the set 
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of m positive integers { 1, . . . . m} and &? the family of all nonempty subsets 
of M. 
Given a finite set M, a coalitional production economy in L is a list of 
specified data: 
09 = (cc ml, PihEM, (YE),, “HK, Y). 
it4 is identified to the set of agents and a member of ~2 is interpreted as a 
coalition of agents. To each agent ig M is associated a consumption set 
X’c L, an initial endowment oil L, and a preference correspondence 
Pi: n;= i X“ + Xi. If x = (xk) E n;=, Xk, P’(x) is interpreted as the set of 
the elements of x’ which are (strictly) preferred by agent i to xi when the 
consumption of each agent k # i is equal to xk. To each coalition BE JZ is 
associated a production possibility set YE c L. Y c L is the total production 
possibility set of the economy. 
Let X= ny= I X’. An allocation x E X is attainable for the economy if 
CitM xi- xi6 M o’ E Y. We will denote by 2 the set of all attainable alloca- 
tions of the economy. 
In the same way, if BE .4! and if XB = l-Ii, B x’, we will denote by 8” the 
attainable set of coalition B: 
For each B, a preference correspondence PB: X+ XB can be defined by 
P”(x) = { zB = (z”) E XB/ziB E P’(x)Vi E B}. 
P”(x) is interpreted as the set of the elements of XB which are unanimously 
preferred to x by the members of coalition B. 
A coalition B is said to block an attainable allocation x E 2 if there exists 
zB E ieB n PB(x). 
The core of economy d is defined as the set of attainable allocations 
which are blocked by no coalition. 
3. EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
Let 9= (BE&/$~#@}. C onsider the following subset of R9: 




To each A E A#‘, one can associate 98(n) = {BE g/LB > O}. A collection %? 
of members of 98 is said balanced if there exists 2 E da such that 59 =&J(n). 
An economy d is said balanced if, for each 1~ Aa, Csea l,YBc Y. It 
should be noted here that an exchange economy (YE = {O}VBE Jll! and 
Y = (0)) is obviously balanced. 
Assume that X and each XB, B # M, are endowed with the topologies 
induced by the product topology on LM and LB. We make on d the 
following assumptions: 
(A-l) VIE M, X’ is convex and X(‘) is non-empty; 
Vx E X, xi 4 co P’(x) (the convex hull of P,(x)); Pi has open lower sections 
(i.e., for each z~EX’, the set (Pi)-’ (z’)= {XEX/Z’E P’(x)} is open in X). 
(A-2) Y is convex and X is compact. 
(A-3) & is balanced. 
We will first prove the non-emptiness of the core in the case where the 
commodity space is the I-dimensional Euclidean space (Proposition 1). 
Then following Bewley [3] ideas, by considering traces of economy d on 
finite-dimensional spaces, we will deduce from this first result a result of 
existence in the infinite-dimensional case (Proposition 2). 
In order to prepare the fixed-point argument, let us introduce some 
definitions borrowed with slight modifications from Borglin and Keiding 
[7]. Let, for each k = 1, . . . . n, Tk be a non-empty convex and compact 
subset of some finite-dimensional Euclidean space, T= ni = 1 Tk, and, for 
some k, II/: T+ Tk a correspondence. $ is said KF (Ky Fan) if $ is convex- 
valued, has open lower sections, and satisfies tk $ $(t). +,: T -+ Tk is a 
KF-majorant of Ic/ at t if *I is KF and there is some open neighborhood U, 
of t such that for t’ E U,, Il/(t’) c et(t). II/ is KF-majorized if for each t E T 
such that e(t) # 0, there is a KF majorant of $ at t. As in Borglin and 
Keiding (see in [7] the end of the proof of Corollary 3), one can show that 
if @: T-+ Tk is KF-majorized, there is a KF correspondence $‘: T-t Tk 
with $(t) c $‘(r)Vt E T. Note that a correspondence which has open lower 
sections (and in particular a KF correspondence) is obviously lower semi- 
continuous. 
The proof of our first proposition depends on the following theorem 
which Gale and Mas-Cole11 (see the theorem of Section 2 of [lo] as 
corrected by [ 111) established as an extension of a result by Ky Fan 
C8, 91. 
THEOREM (Gale and Mas-Colell). Given T = nz=, Tk, where Tk is a 
non-empty compact convex subset of some finite-dimensional Euclidean 
space, let qk : T + 2Tk be n convex (possibly empty) valued correspondences 
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which are lower semicontinuous. Then there exists t in T such that for each 
k either tk E: qk(t) or qk(t) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 1. Assume (A-l )-( A-3) and that L = R’. Then the core of 
economy d is non-empty. 
Proof For each (x,z,~)~Jixn..,~;ir*xd~, let us define: 
hqz, A) = (x’i)i, M 
cp(x) = ((PB(XNBEB 
with for each ie M, x” = C A,ziB 
Bta? 
B={i} 
with for each BE 9?, q”(x) = W 2” n co P”(x) 
i 
n (P~A~/PB>~BI if I(x)~f{B~~/JiBnPe(x)#O)#O 
$(x, 1) = ‘(xl 
0 if Z(x) = 0. 
It is easily seen that Aa is a non-empty, convex, and compact subset of RB’, 
that 8 is non-empty, and that each 8” is relatively compact. Hence 
for each BE 98, the closed convex hull W 8” is compact and 
RXn BEB W 2” x Aa is a non-empty, convex, and compact subset of some 
finite-dimensional Euclidean space. It follows from the convexity of X’ for 
each ie M, the convexity of Y, and the balancedness assumption that 
WIB,, co BE, Aa) c 2. Since J? is compact, 0 is a continuous function 
from FIBGO W TB x Aa into 2. Each of the correspondences qB has open 
lower sections and convex values. It is trivial to check that $ is 
KF-majorized (if It/(x, 1) # 0, take +(X,i,)(x’, 2’) = n,,,, (p E AaplpB > A;}). 
Thenlet $‘:gxA#+A o be a KF correspondence such that 
IcI(x, A) = $‘(x, 2) V(x, 2)&x Aa. 
We define ~:~x~~~~~~~xA~-,~x~~,,w~~xA~ by 
x(x, z> 2) = ({Nz, J,>, cp(x), $‘(x, 1)). 
It follows from the Gale and Mas-Cole11 fixed-point theorem that there 
exists (~,~,X)~~x~,,,~~~xA~such that 
x = lq.?, A) (1) 
VBE99, 3 E W 8” r-7 co P”(X) or WPnco Pqx)=QI (2) 
@t-f, 1) = 0 and a fortiori rl/(X, X) = 0. (3) 
To complete the proof, we show that 1((x) = 0. Indeed if not, by a classical 
40'/141!2-13 
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separation argument, there exists p = (ps) E OX: \ (O}, pB = 0 VB 6 I(X), such 
that ;i is a solution of the linear programming problem 
max C PBpB 
BEA9 
ViEM and /‘Baa QBES?. 
Let F’, i E M, and aB 3 0, BE 69, be a system of multipliers for the first-order 
conditions clB= -jjB+CltBsi; cc,d,=O VBEL~. For each ieM, 
si bjjiil 2 0. Then let B, be such that ~7~~ > 0 and, since Cis B0 si > 0, i, E B, 
such that E?>O. For each B$Z(.f), B&39, and Bx{i,}, we have a,>0 
and hence X, = 0. From (1 ), we deduce Xi0 = CBe ,(xJ,B 3 ii,,j X,?@ and from 
(2) ZioB Eco P”(X) VB E Z(Z), B 2 {i,}, which contradicts Xi0 $ co P’“(X). 1 
PROPOSITION 2. Assume (A-l )(A-3). Then the core of economy & is 
non-empty. 
ProoJ Let, for each i= 1, . . . . m, xi E 21’). Let 9 be the collection of all 
finite-dimensional subspaces of L. containing x’ and w’, i E M. For each 
FEN, we set Xi,=xinF; Xr=fliE,X>; if XEX~, P~(x)=P’(x)nX>; 
Y: = YB n F; Y,= Y n F and we consider the coalitional production 
economy 
Note that 8,= Ji?n FM and 9: = 2” n FB for each BE jl;e. If F is endowed 
with the topology induced by the topology of L, it is easily checked that 
8F satisfies assumptions (A-l)-(A-3). As F is finite dimensional, it follows 
from Proposition 1 that there exists XF belonging to the core of &F. Now 
the collection y, ordered by inclusion, is directed. Since 8 is compact, by 
passing to subnets if necessary, we can assume XF + ,? E 2. If BE JH and 
xB E P”(X) f-l BB, there exists F. such that Fx F,, a xBc Pj!(XF) n J?f!, 
which contradicts the fact that XF belongs to the core of gt.. 1 
Proposition 1 extends Border’s result in the following way: preference 
correspondences are not assumed to have an open graph but have only 
open lower sections; the production possibility sets of coalitions are not 
assumed to be closed. If the second extension is only a matter of trick in 
the proof, the first one is in the spirit of the approach of Gale and Mas- 
Colell, who prove the existence of quasi-equilibria, in a private ownership 
economy without ordered preferences, under weak continuity assumptions 
on preference correspondences. 
Proposition 2 extends the result of Proposition 1 to an arbitrary 
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Hausdorff linear topological commodity space. It should be emphasized 
that compactness of J? and openness of the lower sections of the corre- 
spondence Pi are required simultaneously with respect to the same 
Hausdorff vector space topology on the commodity space. Aliprantis et al. 
give in [2] an example of an economy without core allocations for which 
one of the requirements is not satisfied. For positive results under stronger 
assumptions, see [1] and [17]. 
We will end by a last remark. Boehm’s framework and hence the pre- 
vious results are applicable to a wide variety of (institutional) assumptions 
on the distribution of production possibilities among coalitions. But it 
should be noted that the balancedness conditions on economy d may be 
very restrictive. For example, if the same technology is available to all and 
if inaction is possible ( YE = Y VB E JZ and 0 E Y), this assumption leads to 
a model of production with constant returns to scale (Y is a convex cone). 
Therefore a core existence theorem based on the balancedness condition is 
more appropriate for a model where to each coalition is associated a set of 
parameters which link the coalition production set to the aggregate 
production set of the economy (in that respect, see in Boehm’s [S] an 
interpretation of Scarfs [ 141 assumption of distributivity). 
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